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The Joy of Halloween

Tis’ the season of Fall,
Where leaves are golden brown
And cool breeze gently fills the air.
Halloween is near.

Children prep for Halloween,
Candies, costumes, jack-o-lanterns.
Candy corns, witches, bright orange pumpkins;
There are scary ones and friendly ones.
All just for one day,
Halloween is near.

Excitement rises through the air, as days get closer
Halloween is here.

Households decorate their front porches,
Jack-o-lanterns, spider webs, scary skeletons;
Waiting for trick-or-treaters.
Halloween is here.

October 31st has finally arrived!
The night is dark and clear.
Candies, candies, and more candies,
Filled each kid’s bag, as they all go “BOO”.
For the spirits have also arrived,
One-day event for Halloween is here!

by Josie Chong

(C) Copyright Josie Chong. 2013, All rights reserved.
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Coyote Moon

Oh moon that must
Guide us
Moon of our unyielding
Lament

Sing your song
Of sadness
Intent

For we of
'Sleeping Sun Kingdom'
Devour the
Fire
Of late afternoon

And like
Coyotes
Fat and death...

Escape into the
Unattended
Animal night,
Laughing.

by Irish Tommy Moran
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Writing When You’re Not a Writer Who Can’t Not Write
by Ryan Urie
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Why do you write?
Over and over other authors tell me “I write because I can’t not write!” At which

point I turn a little green with envy, duck my head, and slink away feeling a little self-
conscious and completely unworthy as a writer because, let me tell you, not writing is
the easiest thing in the world for me.

I can “not write” for days. I can do it for weeks. Sometimes I even pull it off for
months or years at a time! Between work, family, friends, pets, housework, hobbies,
TV, and the Internet, I really can’t imagine anything simpler than not writing.



Am I Doomed?
When I hear other writers make this claim,

they often assert it as a quality universal to all
writers, like som shared addiction. If I don’t feel
the same compulsion, does that make me a fraud?
Are my writing aspirations merely presumptuous
and insincere? Am I doomed to be a wannabe
writer who should just give up now and leave the
work of wordsmithing to those who have it in
their blood?

Of course not.
But first let me say, to those of you who are

compelled to write, more power to you. You have
my envy, and I hope you relish this gift you’ve
been given, because for those of us for whom
writing is a deliberate choice, the going can be a
little rough.

Writing does not pull us away from life’s
other demands; to the contrary we write in spite of every other aspect of our lives
insisting on its own precedence. We have to barricade the door and tie ourselves to
our chairs just to keep from getting up a third time in an hour to get a drink, use the
bathroom, or complete an errand. We have to unplug the router just so we don’t go to
look up a reference and end up losing an hour reading the news or checking
Facebook. We have to carve out time in our daily schedules, set alarms, recite
affirmations, and force ourselves to stay at the computer or notebook even when the
words won’t come.

To quote Dorothy Parker, “I hate writing, I love having written.”
A Thousand Distractions . . .

Don’t get me wrong, it’s not that I hate writing. It’s just that there are a thousand
things I could do at this very moment that would be both easier and more instantly
gratifying. I could watch a show, play a computer game, read a book, listen to music,
go for a walk, visit a friend, have some ice cream, play with the cat, take a nap, etc. So
when I do sit down to write, it’s not because that’s what I fall naturally into. Rather,
each word, sentence, and paragraph is a deliberate act of will.

But if I don’t write for the sake of writing, then why do I do it at all?
Personally, I write because it’s how I find meaning and beauty in life’s chaos. I

write because I want to help others think and feel more deeply. I write to inform and
inspire, to entertain and to clarify my own thoughts and feelings. I write because I
long to say something authentic and true in resistance to the ever-more-artificial
world I live in. I write because I want something tangible to show for how I spend my
day.

It’s a means to a higher end.
Focus on the Deeper Purpose

Hopefully you already have some sense of what the deeper purpose is that
drives you to write in spite of the alternative ways you could spend your time. But if
not, try asking yourself the following questions (and actually write out the answers):
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I can “not write” for
days. I can do it for
weeks. Sometimes I
even pull it off for

months or years at a
time! Between work,
family, friends, pets,
housework, hobbies,

TV, and the Internet, I
really can’t imagine
anything simpler than

not writing.



How do I hope my writing will improve
other people’s lives?

What difference would I like to see my
writing make in the world?

If I was 100% successful and achieved all my
writing aspirations, how would my life be
different? How would other people’s lives or the
world around me be different?

If you find that your goals revolve around
wealth or fame, that’s okay, but I would suggest
there are easier ways to get there than the
incessant mental struggle that is writing. I would
also suggest that wealth and fame are not the
kinds of motivation that will be conducive to
authentic, deeply felt writing that people can
relate to. Consider digging a little deeper and
trying to find how your writing can be a means to
serve others.

For those of us who are not writers who can’t not write, the key is to be aware of
why we do write anyway, what we hope to accomplish, and what the act of writing
means to us.

Then the next time a fellow author smugly tells you that they write because they
can’t not, you can respond confidently with, “I write because I want to inspire people
to better themselves,” or “I write to seek out truth and beauty,” or “I write because I
want to create a better world,” and hold your head high.

You may struggle to write, as do I, but the fact that you do it anyway is what
makes you a real writer.

So when I do sit down
to write, it’s not because

that’s what I fall
naturally into. Rather,
each word, sentence,
and paragraph is a

deliberate act of will.
But if I don’t write for

the sake of writing, then
why do I do it at all?

(C) Copyright Ryan Urie. 2013, All rights reserved.
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you may find the original article at http://www.livewritethrive.com/2013/06/17/writing-when-youre-not-a-writer-who-cant-not-write/
or, check out Ryan Urie's blog at http://www.moscowfreelancer.wordpress.com/
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Sucker for Verse

All Hallows Eve

when pumpkin lanterns dot the street
and all the kids go trick or treat
dressed up as witches, ghosts and ghouls
they haunt and howl and act the fool

not knowing at the midnight hour
is when All-Hallows finds its power
thats when the graves all open wide
and lost-souls need no longer hide

they crawl and creep, they float and leap
while all good people soundly sleep
from morgue, tomb and cemetery
the dead rise up then make merry

all shuffle through the graveyard gates
to where The Devil smiling waits
cross-legged he sits beneath the moon
black fiddle poised to play a tune

the ghoulish guests all form a ring
he draws his bow across the strings
haunting tones hums like a shadow
every note is soft and mellow

by Poppy Stewart

Haunted Moon

1st Place:
"All Hallows Eve"
2nd Place:
"Hallowed Moon"
3rd Place:
"The premature orgasm"

1st HM:
"Journey Of A Lost Spirit Into The
Unknown II"
2nd HM:
3rd HM:
4th HM:
5th HM:

*No 2nd, 3rd, 4th, or 5th Honorable Mention in this contest.

There are eight (top three winners and five
honorable mentions, unless otherwise
stated below) winners for this contest. The
winners of the contest went above and
beyond the minimum requirements for
the contest by showing unique style,
narrative, and the creative use of literary
techniques. Below is the list of the winners
for the contest and in the following pages
are the showcase of their work. CandleLit
has the permission from the poets to
feature their works.

Be careful, during the night of All Hallows'
Eve, creatures of the night roam the streets.
The moon which was once full and
beautiful will be the light for the creatures
of darkness. Poets are encouraged to write
about the autumn season, the moon,
Halloween, or anything that is spooky.
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(C) Copyright Poppy Stewart. 2013, All rights reserved.

the undead sway held in a trance
until he plays the zombie dance
as mangled corpses twist and spin
their toothless skulls take on a grin

witches cackle and vultures cluck
werewolves howl and the vampires suck
phantoms swing to the beastly beat
and sweep the demons off their feet

faster yet til the fiddle glows
that monstrous crowd kicks up their toes
he's playing out a devilish spell
to open up the gates of hell

one by one each dancer followed
in the pit each soul was swallowed
come all you sinners dance and weave
at prom night on All Hallows Eve

Hallowed Moon

A blue moon stares upon the bleak grey horizon,
emanating evil grins from her bright iced face.
She stares with indignation on weak weeping souls,
in graveyards of dark inhabitants that liven.
Zombies boogie atop graves which are finely graced,
with absinthe wings permeating mind’s gasps widen.

Yet, relish at watching you shriek from their presence,
skeletons buzz with dark horrendous austere tunes.
They carve your names in rusted hieroglyphic runes;
your blood soon semblances out from every crevice.

Once you’re departed they take off your shrunken head.
To bounce around a ghoul ball under midnights dread!

by Caroline Anne Lock

(C) Copyright Caroline Anne Lock. 2013, All rights reserved.
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The premature orgasm

To go dark and be fearsome
Is but old dear handsome,
In the dark the truth comes
So lewd and in vivid forms.

Having met the end what makes you fear?
Within Her tavern, so wide a sphere.
Wait for her red mien to commence.
That has in all sexy suspense.

With all humor of the elegy,
That once had been composed for you.
Elate you gait oh silly!
You are dead now why to rue?

Death now shall you bear,
To that room where i had my admission,
The bed set for the incest.
That needs no procured commission.

In world below, all are bawds.
Mature mind yet work so mean.
Within her room you might feel absurd,
But in doing that there is now sin.

Twist and twist till the breathe cease.
Dip so hard that you get freed,
And the next morning wake at ease.
Relish the heaven at your feet.

Such orgasm in the world.
Shall meet all ends of your desire.
But how true in such herald?
When all ends at one bizarre!

Better be un-mated don't copulate.
The virgin here is better a mate.
To mesmerize you and make you get
All the addicts of a love senate

by punyas-rv

(C) Copyright punyas-rv. 2013, All rights reserved.
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1st Place:
"All Hallows"
2nd Place:
"Never Eat After Midnight"
3rd Place:
"Solitary Sorcerer"

1st HM:
"Blue Mist on a Foggy Night"
2nd HM:
"When the night turned insane"
3rd HM:
"yours Truly"
4th HM:
"Walking with the moon"
5th HM:
"Moonlight Shadow"

They say that a “pen is mightier then the
sword.” So poets, be prepare to bring out
your pen because you will need it to fend
off the vampires, werewolves, zombies,
and other creatures of the night. Write
about anything related to Halloween, the
autumn season, the full moon, or
anything that is creepy and spooky.

The winning poems show unique style,
narration, and the creative use of literary
techniques. Below are the eight winners
(three top places and five honorable
mentions) for the contest and in the
following pages are the showcase of their
work. CandleLit has the permission from
the poets to feature their works.
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Free Form, Free Verse
Haunted Moon

All Hallows

Prison’s rigors drive us in bursts of love
to transformation - sentenced to death

beauty desires blood, decapitation halos
the purest jewel from heart’s darkness.

Arriving chained together in Black Maria’s
vertical coffin, vehicle of exile, splendid

guards like footmen wait at an arched door
a cloistered garden adorned with fountain.

Low murmurs and muffled cries of anguish
under full moon. Cruel lighting, stealthy

activity attracts, fleetingly tearing a veil
that destroys charm, blurs surfaces then

diminishes in intensity. Midnight cathedral
shuffling worshipers salute the Middle Ages.

by Mercedes Webb-Pullman

(C) Copyright Mercedes Webb-Pullman. 2013, All rights reserved.



Never Eat After Midnight

Timmy gathered all of his sweets neatly in a row
and one by one he counted them out.
His mother told him only to eat one or two;
you know children never really listen.
Tip-toes go pattering little feet
to which Timmy sneaks down for a snack.
He chews, hacks, gorges away, falling asleep
cradled in a pile of wrappers.
Nightmares ensue through the dead of night
past the chimes on the clock ring twelve.
Inside the mind of a child,
new things begin to grow for feasting.

Timmy wakes up to find he is sick;
his head hurts and tingles very bad.
He throws up all over himself,
to which his mother hears, yelling at him,
I told you so, son!
Weeks pass and the pains never subside,
only press painfully through his cranium.
A worried Timmy’s mother takes him in;
unsuspecting the horrors lying inside.
Doctor’s poke, prod and nod away,
tests and tests are conducted.
Timmy has become a lab experiment,
ready for Dr. Frankenstein’s hands.

Ants, ants, and ants they are,
crawling on your measly brain.
We have to operate right away,
perhaps your thoughts we’ll drain.
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Incisions are made, his skull hacked in two,
as ants crawl out all over the place.
They come out in masses and many more;
covered in brain matter, ooze, and puss.
Doctors soon discover there is no brain left in Timmy.
Only ants for thoughts and memories.
They remained so long in a boy who cried wolf;
Karma finally got the best of him.

Never eat candy after midnight,
is engraved on Timmy’s little headstone.
He died a thoughtless soul; corrupt of his
selfish doing.

by Caroline Anne Lock

(C) Copyright Caroline Anne Lock. 2013, All rights reserved.



The Solitary Sorcerer

They say you bring the crazies out
From their caves they creep and crawl
Every one a testament to your power
You mutilate,
mangle,
maim

Each soul you touch becomes something new
An ordinary man will arise from his slumber
And take another form
He will race through the night
Destroying all who cross his path
Not one will remain
No friend,
family,
foe

When you rise in your entirety
It would seem the whole world
Has lost mental capacities
In prisons, fights will break out
Hospital patients run amok
As we each fall into lunacy
We become disconcerted,
demented,
deranged

And thus you complete your cycle
Only to start once again
abandoned,
ascetic,
alone

by Michelle Penner

(C) Copyright Michelle Penner. 2013, All rights reserved.
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When the night turned insane.

Silence slits the enigma of nocturne
where the mundane moon sighs an
exceptionally dreadful gasp of fatigue breath
twirling with the frosty air

I watch with my drowsy eyes
as the stars twinkle with exhilaration
and smile an elongated splits of lips
as I devour the silence of isolation

watching the sky tearing apart
I saw the moon dancing to the rhythm
where the stars sing with pride and the
wind howl to the hilarious movements
of the milky glaze of moon.

I slowly smile to the wonders of my
another dull insomaniac disastor
and slowly learned to laugh at the
small fun the nature sets for me.

I find the leaves rustle with excitement
and the flowers shedding fragrance with delight
only to get me smile and feel light
where the devil itself possessed the moon
to see my smile from the weight of sorrow I behold.

by DarkAngelLove

(C) Copyright DarkAngelLove. 2013, All rights reserved.
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yours Truly

im in your mind
the irony when i peel my cranium
to enter mine
i open free verse

just a nerve in the universe

headed to the publisher
with a blank page
poured it all from yours truly
a black flower with star petals in the back of a hearse
planting my roots
try to cut me at the joint
wrap me in burning plastic and put my value on a dollar
i cant even refund my questions
living on pride of men and folly of boys

you stare me in my face
when i close my eyes

ignorance is bliss
and i wish, i didn't think so much
to understand how frivolous this is

broken yellow face over my red eyes
not a hero, just a villain with a conscience
- yours Truly

by rebel art

(C) Copyright rebel art. 2013, All rights reserved.



Walking with the moon

Walking with the moon
A bygone habitual action
hearing her fairy tales in the noon
in my granny's lap so well known
for her magical wands
with her own enchanting tales

Once she was a pretty lass
in silvery robs woven
by silken threads pass
her smiles encloses elegance
veils all the exposed things
in night's darkened room

A sorceress with a cauldron boiling
for the wandering souls in depression
howling wolfs and hungry vampires
sucking blood and spreading horror
The never ending stories
flowing like a flood

Now I'm an explorer
of the mysteries o' silent nights
the moon doth shines not a sickle like,
a glowing light
I like to climb her montane of lust
undulating and mysteriously cold!
and pestle my fancies wild
like gusty winds never fold

by Dianasankeerthanam

(C) Copyright Dianasankeerthanam. 2013, All rights reserved.
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Critical Book Review: The Hereafter
by Change

There is no fiery cavern. There is no pit of fire, no medieval torturing device, and no
horned demon with sharp teeth and claws, red skin, and pointed tail. These demons
are disguised as humans. Hell is nothing like Inferno in Dante's epic poem, Divine
Comedy. Instead, Hell is a hospital. The attendants working in this institution are
characters from MASH. Souls who strayed away from the path planned by God are
sent to Hell for all of eternity. And during their confinement, they are wardened by
demons who take pleasure in torturing their victims through various forms of therapy.
But, instead of being punished for their misdeeds, these misguided souls are
condemned to Hell to be rehabilitated. Of course, they have no choice and no saying
in the matters. This is where the main character of The Hereafter went.
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The Hereafter is a novelette by Abygail
Irving-Isom. Irving-Isom grew up in Hitchin,
Hertfordshire, England. Currently, she resides in
Bedford, Bedfordshire, England. She is a
ghostwriter, but she has many published articles
on an online podcast and blogging website called
Minute of Mayhem.1 Her articles are under the pen
name, Chastity McVirtue, and they often contain
themes about sexuality. Therefore, those articles
are suggested for open-minded individuals.
Irving-Isom also writes short fictions, which can
be found on her website. But before Irving-Isom
established herself as a creative writer and
author, she worked at an aerospace firm.2 When
her firm was relocated, she chose to stay behind
to follow her passion for writing. The Hereafter is
Irving-Isom first published novelette, and many
motifs are inspired by the experiences in her life.

There is no fiery
cavern. There is no pit

of fire, no medieval
torturing device, and

no horned demon with
sharp teeth and claws,
red skin, and pointed

tail. These demons are
disguised as humans.

The story revolves around a young protagonist who recently died. He woke up
with no idea where he was or even how he arrived there. The only familiar face he
recognized was Hawkeye Pierce, an army surgeon and the lead protagonist in MASH.3

After receiving no answer from Hawkeye nor from anyone else, he was transported to
a different room until an unknown entity explained to the young protagonist the
whole predicament. He later met with his counselors—Nurse Azrael, his physical
therapist and Dr. Lucifer, his psychologist. The young protagonist went through each
session, and each time resulted in denial, anger, and then depression. But, despite this
novelette dark synopsis, the tone of The Hereafter is not dark, gory, nor viciously
invoking. The tone is light. Because the story is not about the young protagonist being
punished for his past actions and misdeeds, but about him finding hope through self-
forgiveness. It is a story about moving forward by accepting the circumstances in life
or events happened in the past.

Irving-Isom's novelette can be classified as a young adult literature, or YAL.
Stories in this genre mainly contain themes where the protagonists fight against
themselves, against society, against another individual, or against nature. And at the
end of their trials, their stories often resolve with a sense of hope and of
transformation.4 Aside from the themes, the genre can also be determined by the age
of the protagonists in the story. The protagonists are young, usually around the age of
16-20, during the period of growth when they are vulnerable to change, and they have
to deal with the conflicts and choices which will shape their identity. The protagonist
in The Hereafter follows that description. Although the details of him are ambiguous,
there are clues within the story that define the young protagonist as a late teen. For
example, at the beginning of the story, Hawkeye mentioned that the young
protagonist is a “little more than a kid.” (Irving-Isom 2013, loc 9)5 As a result, the genre
generally targets teens as the general audience.

The theme in Irving-Isom's novelette is about hope. Irving-Isom used death to
narrate a statement about a life wasted. Growing up is not easy, and sometime,
mistakes and regrets are made in a way they cannot be mended. The solution to cope
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Stories in this genre
mainly contain themes
where the protagonists

fight against themselves,
against society, against
another individual, or
against nature. [...] their
stories often resolve with
a sense of hope and of

transformation.

with these stresses is to vent them out. This is the
purpose for the carefully selected setting and
supporting characters for the story. She created
Hell as a hospital to provide a medium for the
young protagonist to let out his anger and she
gave Dr. Lucifer the role of the psychologist to
break the emotional and mental shell the young
protagonist built around himself. Dr. Lucifer's
resembles the five stages of grief.6 It is only when
the young protagonist overcomes the five stages
will he be able to forgive himself, to move on,
and to grow. The process shows that as long as an
individual lives, there is always a possibility of
his/her life getting better.7

When Irving-Isom creatively re-imagined
Hell by referencing it to a hospital, she gave Hell
a unique purpose and perspective. Hell and

hospital are two mediums completely opposite of each other. Hell, in the traditional
culture, is a realm filled with anguish souls and demons dancing with pitchfork. It is
usually used as a manifestation for evil and chaos, and is often ill-spoken of. Hospital,
on the other hand, is not. To certain extent, a hospital is a sanctuary. It is a place where
the injures go to be treated and the sicks go to be cured. Like oil and water, Hell and
hospital don't mix. But not in this case. Irving-Isom used this juxtaposition to
strengthen the theme of hope and recovery in The Hereafter. The comparison gives the
context that the young protagonist is on a road of rehabilitation, as he is being
treated—even if he is confined in Hell. The purpose of Dr. Lucifer and Nurse Azrael's
treatments is to make the young protagonist healthier—although their methods of
rehabilitation are a little fiendish.

Nurse Azrael and Dr. Lucifer's methods of rehabilitation are disguised as forms
torture. This allows them to maintain their demonic nature. But, their roles has
changed. Within the context of a hospital, their actions are viewed as treatments.
Therefore, the conflicts in the story are no longer caused by an external force. The
antagonist in the story is nether Dr. Lucifer nor Nurse Azrael; they act as supporting
characters. Instead, the individual who is causing the conflicts and is preventing the
young protagonist from his rehabilitation is himself. His character's flaws and his
rebellious attitudes clashed with Dr. Lucifer and Nurse Azrael's treatments.

Hope is theme in Irving-Isom's novelette, The Hereafter. It is expressed by the
motifs and metaphor in the story, as well as by the transformation and self-
development the young protagonist went through in Hell. But, Irving-Isom added a
twist, her own flavor, in The Hereafter. The young protagonist went through the process
of transformation after he died rather than when he was alive. Dr. Lucifer taught the
message of hope to the young protagonist by showing him the wonderful life he
would have had if he had not chosen the path or self-destruction.

Although the novelette contains the setting that is normally a depiction of
eternal chaos and evil, The Hereafter is not a cautionary story. The story is not meant to
frighten the readers by making a reference to Hell, sin, and death. Instead, Irving-
Isom broke away from the traditional and cliché imagery of Hell. By incorporating the
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theme of hope and by changing the atmosphere
similar to a hospital, the story delivers a strong
message. The novelette became a young adult
fiction. In an informal interview with Irving-Isom
through Facebook, she said, “I did imagine him to
be in his early twenties. That's a hard time for
most of us. It's that point where we stop beyond
the convey belt of education and have to choose a
path. I envy those who find that easy.”8

Irving-Isom wrote the novelette with that
general audience in mind. The novelette contains
the voice and the perspective of a teenager
because Irving-Isom wanted to express the message
of change and of transformation during the most
vulnerable period of growth and development. She
wrote the novelette using typical language of a
troubled teen, so there are some strong word
choices involve. But, as a result, the narrative is

Hell, in the traditional
culture, is a realm filled
with anguish souls and
demons dancing with
pitchfork. It is usually

used as amanifestation
for evil and chaos, and
is often ill-spoken of.
Hospital, on the other

hand, is not.

simple and the tone of the story is light. The novelette does not contain explicit scenes
that would labeled it as anything else but teen fiction. The storyline is linear and
straight forward. And, the message is clear—making The Hereafter a nice story to reader
for teens or for any individual who appreciates young adult fiction.

But, there are some craftsmanship errors. Because the novelette was published
electronically, error could have occurred during the electronic formating.
Nonetheless, individuals who are very attentive to details would be bothered by the
design flaws. After all, The Hereafter is Irving-Isom's first published novelette. There are
many common errors affecting the delivery and the flow of the narrative, rather than
the message. For example, there are shifting fonts and thickness. At one point, the
punctuations has changed and the clarity in the voice of the narration has shifted.
Aside from the technical errors, the story itself is unique. The novelette contains many
creative motifs that differentiate itself from the many commercial and cliché stories
published by independent authors.

The story ends as a cliffhanger. Irving-Isom wanted to leave it up to the readers'
imagination to determine the outcome of the young protagonist's ordeal in Hell.
Therefore, there is a chance for a sequel. Currently, she is working on a couple of
science fiction stories, probably something just as unique and creative as The Hereafter.
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accessed 30 Oct. 2013

5. Abygail Irving-Isom. The Hereafter. (Seattle, Washing: Amazon Digital Service, Inc., 2013), loc 9.
6. Also known as Kübler-Ross Model, the five stages of grief are emotional stages an individual goes through when suffering from a loss of
a loved one. The five stages are: 1) denial, 2) anger, 3) bargaining, 4) depression, and 5) acceptance.
7. Original quote: “Suicide does not end the chances of life getting worse. Suicide eliminates the possibility of it ever getting better.” -
Unknown. It is a popular quote circulating around the internet.
8. This is not from a published source. It was through an informal interview I had with Abygail Irving-Isom.
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